TAGGING REQUIREMENTS
EWE LAMBS - OPTION ONE

SECONDARY TAG

UK123456
000123

930
13
∗
∗
∗
∗

EID DEFRA TAG

UK No. (e.g. UK123456)
Individual (ETAS) No. (e.g. 000123)
Year No. (e.g. 13 for 2013)
Society Flock No. (e.g. 930)

UK123456

000123

∗ UK No. (e.g. UK123456)
∗ Individual (ETAS) No. (e.g. 000123)

♦ These tags are to be ordered by the member through your own tag supplier.
♦ The tag make, design and type is entirely up to the member to choose the one that best
suits their system (the diagram above is for demonstration purposes).

♦ All ewe lambs sold for breeding must be double tagged as per DEFRA/DARD
requirements. (Check requirements outside UK).

♦ Lleyn Sheep Society members can register ewe lambs with the Society if they have the
Society information (Society flock no. and year born) printed on the secondary tag.

EWE LAMB - OPTION TWO
000123

930
13

OPTIONAL - Management Tag available from the Society Office.
(For use with normal DEFRA double tagging, hence the sheep
would have three tags).

You may want to tag your lambs with your normal DEFRA EID double tags. You will then
require an additional management tag to carry the Society information (Society flock
number and year born) The tag also carries the sequential ETAS individual number to
match DEFRA tags also the Lleyn logo). These can only be ordered through the Lleyn
Sheep Society Office at an additional cost. The individual number on the management tag
will have to be matched up to the DEFRA number.

SHEARLING RAMS
The ram must be double tagged as per DEFRA requirements. Members who want to register
rams will need to send the ram details to the office on the official ram registration form. If
the ram passes inspection, the inspector will tag the ram with a third management tag. This
tag will have the Society information on it (Lleyn logo, flock number, year born, and
sequential number which will match up with the animals individual ETAS number).
IMPORTANT NOTE : It is recommended that breeders insert an additional “DUMMY” tag in the
right ear of a shearling ram that is to be presented for inspection, in the “NO FLY” winter
period. At inspection this “DUMMY” tag is removed and, if the ram passes inspection, an official
society ram tag is inserted in the same hole, thereby avoiding possible infection in the
vulnerable summer period.

